Alfasoft Online Demo Days 2021 (Spring)
NVivo: Enhance your qualitative data analysis with NVivo
Questions and Answers
Q: How does the sentiment coding work?
A: The term 'automated insights' in NVivo refers to the autocoding feature that automatically
detects and codes themes or sentiment.
Automated insights lets you work through large sets of data more efficiently—so you can get quick
results to see what is happening in your content. Find out more here:
https://help-nv.qsrinternational.com/20/win/Content/coding/automatedinsights.htm?Highlight=automated%20insights
Q: I work with GT method, and do line-by-line coding. How do you work best in NVivo to include
"memos" according to GT method?"
A: NVivo fits almost any qualitative research method, including Grounded Theory. As there are many
variations of methods and approaches, the best would be to look for publications that explain the
use of NVivo in your specific method and then follow the conventions of your method in the
software.
Q:Is there a possibility to compare more than two cases or interviews?
A: In a comparison diagramm you can only pick two items to compare at a time. If you want to
compare more than two cases (or files) and see how they are coded the cross-tab query is a good
tool to use.
Q: Do you have any training material on data analysis and visualization with NVivo?
A: We offer an in-depth 2-day training where we go over all explore tools to analyze and visualize
the data: https://alfasoft.science/events/category/nvivo/nvivo-training/
Q: I can't find Relationships in the Mac version of NVivo, did QSR forget to add it?
A: Relationship coding is not available in NVivo for Mac.
Q: Could you please talk a bit more about what cases are? In the example they are people which
would then correspond to a particular data file like an interview. But if it's places, how do you create
a case and how do you tie it to particular data units or bits of data?
You can create cases for any unit of analysis represented in your data (places, organizations etc.).
After you create the case, you will code the material (either a whole file or just parts of it) with the
case node to ”tie” it together.
Q: Is chart funciton also avaialble in MAC version?
A: Yes, you can also create charts in NVivo for Mac.
Q: What do the icons in the explore diagram mean?
A: Each project element in the diagram is represented with a unique icon (for codes, cases etc.)

Q: Any free academic version of the software?
A: You can test NVivo for free for 14-days.
Q: Can you cross reference a quote to several codes?
A: Yes, you can code the same data to several codes.
Q: Is coding for sentances, or for specific words? Is there general unit for coding? E.g. by sentence or
paragraph, and keep consistance in coding?
A: The unit you want to code is totally flexible (words, sentences, paragraphs etc.), but depending on
your approach it would make sense to have a general rule on how you define what to code.
Q: Is it possible to find key words in a large number of newspaper articles?
A: Yes, with a text search query.
Q: Can i look for most frequent words that appear in articles? Without defining them ahead?
A: Yes, with a word frequency query (however, stop words will be excluded).
Q: Can we export coded files into AtlasT? If yes, how? Can I import coding from Delve into NVivo?
A: If you want to exchange data with other QDA-software programs, they need to support REFI-QDA
standard. However, there are some limitations and not all information will be possible to exchange.
Find all details here: https://help-nv.qsrinternational.com/20/win/Content/projects-teamwork/refiqda%20standard.htm?Highlight=refi
Q: Can we export codes and data (number of appearences) into Excel?
A: Yes – just choose ”Export list” in the code summary view.
Q: Can you cluster codes in to higher hierachies (e.g. as part of an inductive approach)? Can you
publish the final coding framework for reference?
A: Yes, you can rearrange your codes amd create hierarchies (drag-drop, or cut and paste), and you
can merge codes together if needed. Yes, you can export a codebook with your code hierarchy.
Q: How do you create classifications for different cases? How do you create case attributes?
A: You can either create attributes manually for a case classification or you can import attributes
with a classification sheet. Find a detailed description here: https://helpnv.qsrinternational.com/20/win/Content/cases/cases.htm
Q: Is there a limit (max) for interview participants?
A: When using NVivo Transcription the maximum number of speakers is 9.

